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Al incorporation and diffusion in
natural rutile: A geothermometer?
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This study aims to experimentally investigate the
incorporation mechanism and diffusivity of Al and H in natural
rutile, thus bridging the gap between elaborate diffusion studies
in defined simplified synthetic systems and complex natural
systems.

High-P-T experiments were performed at pressures ranging
from 1 bar to 7 GPa, and at temperatures between 1223 and 1373
K. The samples contained natural rutiles extracted from an
eclogite that were embedded in a natural metapelitic host rock at
fixed µ(Al2O3) with ∆fO2 buffered to CCO. Based on diffusion
profiles of the respective elements in rutile that were analyzed
using EPMA and SIMS, Arrhenius relations were determined
within the experimental temperature range of this study
(equations 1 and 2).

EPMA analyses further reveal a complex distribution of
oxygen defects at the scale of the diffusion profiles. FTIR
analyses indicate that the incorporation of hydrogen is not related
to metal impurities. Based on these results, we suggest a complex
combination of mechanisms to explain the incorporation of Al
and H in natural rutile and its high-pressure polymorphs. This
includes (i) the incorporation of Al3+ in octahedrally coordinated
Ti-sites charge balanced by the formation of oxygen vacancies
and (ii) the incorporation of oxygen in interstitial positions
charge balanced by hydrogen interstitials.

Al-diffusivities in natural rutile determined in this study are
about 8 to 9 orders of magnitude faster than recently determined
Al-diffusivities in synthetic rutile [1]. Available literature data on
the Al content of natural rutiles (e.g. [2]) indicate a strong
tendency of Al to be returned to coexisting silicates through
diffusion in the wake of retrogressive re-equilibration, thus
supporting the assumption that Al diffusivities in rutile and its
TiO2-polymorphs in natural systems are comparatively fast. As a
consequence, results of this study question the applicability of
the Al-in-rutile geothermobarometer in natural systems.
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